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Spring 2023 Coursebook Addendum 
 
 
NEW! 
Principles of Microeconomics 
Course Number: ECON 2302H 
Instructor:  Blanchfield 
Instructional Mode: Face-to-Face 
Class Number:  13561 
Days and Times: MW 1:00 PM-2:30 PM 
 
Microeconomics is the study of markets and the associated behavior of their interactive 
participants: consumers, producers, and government. Consumers optimize their utility, producers 
optimize their profits, and government redistributes these benefits while providing goods and 
services that markets cannot. In this Honors course, students will learn about all of these aspects 
and their interactions in a market economy at an advanced level. This course is a core social 
behavioral science course. To add this course to your cart, please type the five-digit class number 
directly into your shopping cart. 
 
TIME CHANGE 
The United States Since 1877 
Course Number: HIST 1302H 
Instructor:  Modaff 
Instructional Mode: Face-to-Face 
Three sections are available: 
 
Class Number:  10969 
Days and Times: MWF 11:00 AM-12:00 PM MW 4:00PM-5:30 PM 
 
Class Number:  15564 
Days and Times: MWF 12:00 PM-1:00 PM TTh 10:00 AM-11:30 AM 
 
Class Number:  13533 
Days and Times: MW 2:30 PM-4:00 PM 
 
Why are things the way they are? How did we get here? And what might the future bring? This 
class is an introduction to the past 150 years of American life. We investigate topics as diverse as 
labor strikes, immigration regulations, beauty culture, popular music (and its critics), war and 
protest, highways, illegal substances, gender ideas, and the beef industry. The many stories we 
tell will give you a new lens on our present reality: a way to connect history to the questions that 
matter to you. Short, flexible assignments ask students to connect history to their world and 
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values. Within that flexibility, we foreground the history of social movements in four units built 
around the technology by which people communicated with one another, from telephones to the 
internet. We will also pay close attention to what historians call the “growth of the modern 
state.” Finally, this class will teach you to read and write like a historian: with care and 
creativity. 
 
CLASS NUMBER ERROR 
Introduction to Political Theory 
Course Number: POLS 3310H 
Instructor: Vassiliou 
Instructional Mode: Face-to-Face 
Class Number: 13106 13208 
Days and Times: TTh 1:00 PM-2:30 PM 
 
What is justice? How does political activity contribute, if at all, to a flourishing human life? 
What are the arguments for and against political equality? How did ancient and modern 
understandings of liberty help shape the formation of our liberal democratic institutions? This 
course will examine these questions in the company of Plato, Aristotle, Christine de Pizan, 
Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Montesquieu, and Tocqueville. Our goal is to interpret core texts 
through careful reading and writing. In addition, we will interrogate each thinker’s vision of the 
just society to understand moral and ethical dimensions underlying current-day issues in political 
thought.  
 


